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	The nuts-and-bolts for building your own online business and making it succeed


	Is there a fortune in your future? Start your own online business and see what happens. Whether you're adding an online component to your current bricks-and-mortar or hoping to strike it rich with your own online startup, the sixth edition of this popular and practical guide can help.


	Find out how to identify a market need, handle promotion, choose Web hosting services, set up strong security, pop up prominently in search engine rankings, and more. The book explores the hottest business phenomenon today—social media marketing—with full coverage of Twitter, Facebook, blogs, and other technologies that are now firmly part of the online business landscape.

	
		Dives into all aspects of starting and establishing an online business, including the very latest big trends
	
		Highlights business issues that are of particular concern to online businesses
	
		Reveals how to identify a market need, handle promotion, choose Web hosting services, set up strong security, pop up prominently in search engine rankings, and more
	
		Covers the hottest social media marketing opportunities, including Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and blogs
	
		Shows you specific types and examples of successful online businesses
	
		Provides the latest on B2B Web site suppliers, such as AliBaba.com



	Build a better online business from the ground up, starting with Starting an Online Business For Dummies, 6th Edition!
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Windows Runtime via C# (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Delve inside the Windows Runtime - and learn best ways to design and build Windows Store apps. Guided by Jeffrey Richter, a recognized expert in Windows and .NET programming, along with principal Windows consultant Maarten van de Bospoort, you'll master essential concepts. And you'll gain practical insights and tips for how to...
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Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12cApress, 2013

	Enterprise Manager 12c (EM12c), Oracle’s newest and fully-integrated enterprise management product, now provides a complete cloud lifecycle management solution and enterprise environment management interface. Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c opens up the secrets of this incredible management tool, saving...
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BMA Illustrated Medical DictionaryDK Adult, 2002

	This dictionary gives comprehensive coverage of anatomical terms, disorders, tests, treatments and drugs and contains extensive cross referencing for fast access to related topics.


	Essential A–Z quick reference to over 5,500 medical terms

	 


	The British Medical Association
...
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Kernel Smoothing: Principles, Methods and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Comprehensive theoretical overview of kernel smoothing methods with motivating examples


	Kernel smoothing is a flexible nonparametric curve estimation method that is applicable when parametric descriptions of the data are not sufficiently adequate. This book explores theory and methods of kernel smoothing in a variety of...
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Modern API Design with ASP.NET Core 2: Building Cross-Platform Back-End SystemsApress, 2018

	
		Use ASP.NET Core 2 to create durable and cross-platform web APIs through a series of applied, practical scenarios. Examples in this book help you build APIs that are fast and scalable. You’ll progress from the basics of the framework through to solving the complex problems encountered in implementing secure RESTful services....
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Building Interactive Queries with LINQPadPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you need to interact with databases, XML, in-memory collections, or remote services, LINQ can make your life simpler. The best way to discover LINQ is with the help of LINQPad, a free IDE whose first goal is to make sure that writing and interacting with your LINQ query is fun and easy. More generally, LINQPad is a C#/VB/F# scratchpad that...
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